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Changing of the Guard  

 As I found myself sitting beside my best friend at the time, a kid named Andrew, I 

reminded myself about our current destination. The time was finally here, our 8th grade class trip. 

Our middle school had a tradition of sending the 8th grade class to Washington D.C. every year. I 

had looked forward to this trip pretty much since I had heard of it years before. It had a 

reputation for being THE highlight of middle school, and as it turns out for me, it was. 

 As I stared out the window of our charter bus, Andrew laughed at the movie (the name 

escapes me) playing at all of our seats. He leans over to me and says, “Man, I can’t wait til we 

get to D.C. We’re going to PAAAAARTAAYYY!!!!! WOOOO!!!” Andrew was a bit of an 

eccentric, but he was a good kid.  

“Oh hell yea! It’s going to fucking rock man!” I replied.  

Andrew and I high fived, then were gradually pulled in by whatever blockbuster they 

were playing. Andrew, always a bit finicky, bit his fingernails and scratched his short, curly 

brown hair as he began to drift to sleep. Even when asleep, he was notorious for squirming and 

twitching. His nap would not last long, however. 

My other friends, Alec and Colin sat directly behind us. Upon noticing Andrew’s new 

vulnerability, they broke their attention away from the screens and onto my nerves. Alec slowly 

leaned forward and said in his best Elmo voice, “Hey friend! You want Elmo give you backrub?”  

I turned my head, knowing exactly what he was about to do, and said, “No, that’s ok 

Elmo, my back still hurts from—“  

 “Too bad!!” My other friend Colin yelled. 
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 They both started whaling the back of our seats. Andrew awoke, bitter at first, but started 

laughing once understood what was happening. Laughing maniacally, they continued until, as 

usual, we were told to settle down by one of our chaperones. Alec tucked his long blond hair, 

now messy from their “backrub,” away from his bright blue eyes as we all took a minute to calm 

down. 

 “They never let us have any fun, I can’t fucking wait for high school!” said Alec.  

“Jesus Al, calm the fuck down, it’s what they do,” replied Colin.  

Alec looked at Colin, leaned in slowly and said “Well….. THEY CAN KISS MY 

HAIRY ASS! ha-ha- HA.” 

 When we finally arrived, we piled out of the two buses. Trampling over each other, we 

all rushed to see what our rooms looked like, as this was a three day trip. This place, and I cannot 

remember what it was called, was meant to house students so that they could experience our 

nation’s capital without being gouged on price somewhere else. Our class was the first from our 

school to be honored with the privilege of staying there. We were also the last. 

 I like to think that my room was innocent, but you only have a morsel of an idea as to 

what kind of people my friends were. We were young boys, so keep that in mind. Can you really 

blame us for being a little destructive? Besides, we weren’t the only room to cause trouble, my 

friends may have been immature, but they weren’t assholes. Some of the other rooms managed 

to break beds fooling around. We only broke a lampshade.  

 Our room was not particularly impressive. It looked like a standard hotel room except 

that it had two bunk beds instead of regular beds. We made ourselves at home and took turns 
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using the bathroom. Since I was last, I was the perfect target for an ambush. I walked out to an 

empty room and, immediately concerned for my well-being, covered my crotch as “ball-tapping” 

was one of our “games” going on at the time. As I crept slowly into the bedroom, I heard 

“NOW!!!” come from under the beds. A wave of empty plastic bottles were launched at my 

shins, shaking off the “brutal attack” 

I jokingly taunt them saying, “Really guys? That’s all you could come up with?”  

As I finished my sentence, Colin, still under his bed, pelts a Gatorade bottle at me. The 

cap hit right into my shin, that one actually hurt. Naturally, wanting revenge, I convinced Alec 

and Andrew to help me block him under the bed with our suitcases. Finally, breaking through 

our barricade, Colin popped his black bowl-cut head out, “Alright! Alright!” he yelled, defeated. 

We carried on like this until our chaperone came by and actually put a piece of duct tape on the 

door to see if we left at all that night. 

 So what did we break? Well there were telephones in these rooms. One of our friends in 

another room found out how to call the other rooms. While we were in a lull watching some 

Spongebob Squarepants, the phone rang and Alec picked up the receiver. I didn’t have to ask to 

know who it was, Alec replied to the caller in his usual gibberish.  

“AoWawayibbebe!!!” “ha-ha-HA, Eat a dick!”  

Alec was speaking to our friend Christian, who greeted us with grunts. Classy, I know. 

After prank calling other groups of our classmates, one of us decided it would be a good idea to 

start throwing the earpiece around, just to see it spring back with its cord. Eventually, somebody 

got too carried away and cracked the lampshade in half.  
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“Come on you guys! What are we fucking five!?” I yelled. 

 Colin, as spiteful as ever, replied “I’m five and half actually, GOD!!” Worried that we 

would get in trouble, I slyly turned the broken side of the lampshade towards the wall.  

 The next morning, we prepared ourselves and made our way downstairs to the cafeteria 

for breakfast. The faculty failed to mention that breakfast was a buffet. The shit hit the fan at that 

point, our class of around 60 kids must have put this place under in food costs alone. Yet again, 

my friends would stand out as the well-mannered gentlemen our clique had come to be known 

for. We were…crude to say the least. 

 Alec took the lead in our strange breakfast activities, promptly finishing his meal and 

shoving his remaining slice of toast into his carton of chocolate milk. He did so uttering his usual 

nonsensical ramblings, pretending to have Tourette’s. Andrew and Colin followed after Alec, 

each of them destroying the remains of their breakfast. I, while still amused at the chaos 

unfolding in front of me, began to wonder why it was we did these things. I had happily obliged 

in these games in the past, but it was here that I began finding my sense of respect. Good thing 

too, because our chaperone was NOT happy about our…..creative approach to breakfast.  

 With our bellies full and spirits high, we set out on our buses and began our journey 

around D.C. Our first scheduled stops included The Smithsonian Air and Space Museum, the 

Capitol Building, and the White House itself. With the real fun about to begin, I could barely 

hold myself together.  

 Imagine my reaction when I walked through the front doors of the Air and Space 

Museum and saw planes (Planes!) hung from the ceiling like some child’s mobile hung above a 

crib, I didn’t even know that was possible until then. In the center of the room lay one of the 
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Apollo capsules I think it was. As I made my way upstairs to the main level, I saw all these 

pieces of history surrounding me, and couldn’t help but be in awe that people made and flew 

these things.  

“Ha-ha-HA, that rocket looks like a dick!” Alec yelled (sounding like Beavis from Beavis 

and Butthead). 

 As I stood silent in front of a replica of Amelia Earhart’s plane. I laughed, but as I lost 

myself in the reflective red paint of the airplane, I saw my friends passed on to the interactive 

displays. Colin yelled, (as Butthead) “Come on jackass! Uh-huhuh.” Charming right? 

Regardless, I quickly followed them.  

 The interactive displays would have been really cool to experience, but not in my case. 

The machines fit four people, conveniently. As the four of us crawled into the cockpit, Alec had 

made a mad dash for the pilot’s seat. The object of this game was to fly a plane, and the pod 

would move around based on what we did. We spent the next 5 minutes of the ride doing barrel 

rolls into the ground, coming back to life in the air, reorienting ourselves for a moment, until 

Alec doomed us to a fiery death over and over again.  

 The rest of the museum visit went without incident. We made sure, however, to stop by 

the bottom floor to visit the gift shop. As I rode down the escalator, kicking the backs of Alec’s 

knees so he’d stumble a bit each time. We stepped off at the bottom and I was introduced to a 

different kind of history. I heard something that would change me.  

 “Space… the final frontier” said a speaker next to a big glass display. 
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When we reached the bottom Andrew and I both stopped to look at the spaceship inside. 

It was here that I first heard, William Shatner’s voice, which continued its dialogue, “To boldly 

go where no one has gone before.” I stood there with Andrew staring at the original (restored) 

model of the U.S.S. Enterprise that they used in the original Star Trek T.V. show.  

We were hooked immediately, sure it’s dorky to like Star Trek, but you know what? That 

show, and its successors, contained moral and philosophical lessons that have stuck with me, 

permanently. It may be a show that happens in space, but there is so much more than that, every 

human being should be exposed to these kinds of lessons, regardless of their origin, but I digress. 

After this field trip, I would become obsessed with Star Trek. I credit it as the beginning of my 

love of science, space, and the many social issues of humanity. We left the gift shop with little 

excitement and boldly went were a bunch of other people have been before, the cafeteria.  

 Next on our list was the White House. We had tried desperately to have a tour, but alas, 

we never made it past the fence. Stepping off the bus though and walking past the statue of 

Andrew Jackson and on through the most beautiful row of Cherry Blossoms, fully in bloom 

when we had arrived, was an unspeakably beautiful scene. The white and pink petals brought 

such a contrast to the blue of the sky and the green of the grass. The only aspect that didn’t fit 

here was the homeless man asking for change as we walked by. He sat under one of the Cherry 

Blossoms, his clothes were severely worn, and the look of despair in his eyes called me to him. I 

read the sign sitting beside him, it read: 

DOWN ON LUCK, 

BE A FRIEND 
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  I remember giving him my spare change, only to be scolded by my chaperone. “That man 

had his chance Zach, men like him will only use that money for bad things” he told me. 

I was embarrassed at the time, but such a harsh response is a little close-minded in my 

opinion. I never regretted it. Honestly though, what was that guy going to do to a child in front of 

the fucking White House. We snapped a group picture there and moved on, I’ve always 

regretted not being able to meet a president. Political views aside, I’ve always seen the president 

as a role model of sorts, although some more than others… 

 The Capitol Building, another of one of the most iconic buildings in our country, was the 

final stop for that day. As me and my group of miscreants went through the security gate, the 

first place we looked for was the rotunda. After being intercepted by a tour guide, we found 

ourselves gazing upward. The inside was so large that it felt like it was its own planet, complete 

with artwork depicting our country’s greatest moments.  

Soon after, our chaperone collected us for lunch. We had been invited to eat at the 

cafeteria there, I probably sat next to some senators and didn’t even know it! Luckily, for one of 

the few times on the trip, my friends and I all remained calm. All of us were stunned at all the 

history. As we made our way back to the bus to turn in for the evening, Alec, Colin, and Andrew 

began another game of “ball-tapping,” meanwhile I distanced myself, my mind still at the 

rotunda gazing upward. 

 

**** 
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 “MORNING!” 

 I awoke the next morning to Alec and Andrew screaming into my ears. Groggy and 

upset, I went after Andrew, the smaller of the two, and we started wrestling. I meant no harm, as 

we wrestled each other relatively often.  

“How do you like that asshat?” I yelled as I pinned Andrew to the ground. 

 “Alright! Jeez!” he said in defeat. 

 We both got up, and Colin looked at us laughing as he came out of the bathroom, “Looks 

like we have some Homos here!” he said.  

“Very Funny” I said walking into the bathroom.  

“Oh god, Colin did you murder something in here?!” I said in disgust.  

“It smells like rotten eggs shoved up a skunk’s ass!”  

“You’re welcome,” he replied smugly. Oh the good ol’ days. 

 The next day was one marked with a lot of sadness. Our first stop that day was the 

Holocaust museum. My mother’s side of the family is Jewish, and being raised with a slight 

familiarity to the culture, I felt especially connected to this place. The first thing that I was given 

as we entered was a small pamphlet. Inside contained a picture of a young man a little older than 

myself. I do not remember his name, but the pamphlet was an interactive addition to the exhibits.  

At certain points you are told to read the next page, revealing the progression of your 

host’s experience during the Holocaust. My friends and I kept ourselves composed here, 

respecting the horror of the things we saw. We passed by rooms filled with piles and piles of 
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leftover shoes, purses, hats. All of these taken from people killed at concentration camps. How 

could people do this? I asked myself, as I watched a video of Nazi soldiers throwing Polish 

infants out windows, only to be skewered by other soldiers’ bayonets. 

At the end of the tour, Andrew and I stopped to read the final fates of our hosts. I was 

rushed by a sense of relief as I learned my host was rescued by U.S. soldiers. I turned to ask 

Andrew how his went, only to see him crying. His host was not so lucky. He had been forced to 

march in the ending days of the war, the Nazis forced him to dig his own grave then shot him 

and many others. Andrew was raised Jewish, and had clearly been uncomfortable toward the end 

of the tour. I’m not sure why but I began tearing up as well. We hugged briefly, looked around 

then made our way to the gift shop where we each bought Star of David necklaces.  

At the National Mall, we stopped at many monuments, but one stood out. The Vietnam 

Memorial. As I approached I could see a statue just before the long wall of names. The statue 

featured three young men, staring at the names of their fallen brothers. My chaperone mentioned 

that many of these names were of young men, only a few years older than me. Right then, I 

thought, for the first time, that this might happen to me. That couldn’t happen today. Right? 

Right?! Before this trip questions like these just never occurred to me, why should they? I was in 

middle school. It was here I decided that I wanted to be informed of the world. If something was 

going to happen, I damn well wanted to know about it. As for my friends, I’m not even sure 

where they were at this point. They had skipped along the path to the next site, while I was 

reading through names.  

For the two final items on the itinerary, we took our bus to Virginia. Stopping by the Iwo 

Jima Memorial, which depicts the classic picture of American soldiers raising the flag atop the 
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mountain, we were rewarded with a special treat. There was a ceremony being held that day, I 

am not sure why they were holding the event, but men who fought there were being honored. As 

we all sat and listened to their short speech, I made sure to meet one of these men.  

I awkwardly approached one of the old soldiers and let out a quiet, “Excuse me sir.” The 

man turned around and smiled at me, his green eyes standing in contrast to his white hair.  

He straightened his uniform and said, “Hey kiddo, what can I do for you?”  

My eyes shot straight at my feet for a minute while I tried to collect myself, I was so 

impressed by this man and all that he had gone through, that I was horrified of embarrassing 

myself.  

I managed to move my hand forward, and saying “It was an honor to hear you speak, and 

I just wanted to say thank you.”  

I could tell he was legitimately touched as he returned my handshake. My face red as a 

tomato, I said goodbye and headed back to the bus. As we went around the loop and back onto 

the highway, it looked as if the statue was alive, and the flag rising as we circled it. 

As we pulled into the parking lot of Arlington National Cemetery, the vast field already 

sat before us. I was not very thrilled about going here. Graveyards have always creeped me out. 

We boarded a tour van, and set off.  

“I don’t get what is so great about this place, it’s just a big graveyard.” I said to Alec as 

we sat down.  

“Yea, it’s so hot too” he said. 
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I did appreciate the atmosphere, it smelled fresh with the thousands of professionally kept 

flowers and the white of the thousands of graves excited the eye, almost like fresh snow. But 

then in just a few minutes we went through a set of gates, with an even bigger field and then 

another gate, with another field behind that. This place was more than just a graveyard. My 

mind had no problem seeing what was before me, but I couldn’t properly comprehend all of the 

people who were buried here, and it changed my outlook on how precious life is completely. We 

got off the van, and were told to follow the path to the next van. 

I stopped and stood in the audience behind a set of guard rails, I heard a man announce 

that we should remain silent and be respectful for the ceremony we were about to witness. It was 

still torture in the heat, and this was made even worse by the fact that there was zero shade. Yet, 

I was drawn to this ceremony. The Tomb of the Unknown Soldier sat before me, the guard was, 

I’m sure, in need of some water since he was in full ceremonial dress. His sergeant walked out to 

inspect his weapon. After walking back and forth a couple times and clicking their heels, they 

were joined by a third soldier. After he presented himself, clicking his heels as well, the sergeant 

relieved the first guard and the second took his place. As my friends and I walked away, Colin 

remarked “They have a ceremony just for that? What a waste of time.” There was something 

more there, something I guess I alone appreciated.  

I realized that it is truly a blessing to be born in this country, I may have my reservations 

about some things, but I would not want to live anywhere else. My sense of patriotism was born 

in Washington D.C., but more importantly, my hunger for knowledge, my hunger for 

understanding were all born here. My friends may not have gotten the same experience, but 

spending that time with them was priceless. I sadly have become out of touch with all three of 
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these childhood friends. Instead, to fit my changing self, I moved on. I’m still moving on, but the 

wheels began at our nation’s capital.  


